The popular Redmike is designed for the teacher: easy to operate and comfortable to wear. With exceptional audio quality and weighing just 2.1 ounces, the Redmike is the standard in comfort and performance.

### Specifications

| Standard sub-carrier frequencies: 2.06/2.54 MHz | Audio distortion: <1% |
| Integrated microphone type: Uni-directional electret | Input jack for audio source or optional external microphone: 3.5mm |
| Microphone input impedance: 2.2k Ω | Volume Control Range: ± 8 dB (Total Range = 16 dB)* |
| Volume Control Levels: 9 levels (2 dB change per level)* | Alkaline Charge Protection: Yes |
| Battery Charger: Cradle charger (charges two Redmike classroom microphones) | battery Power: One (1) AA NiMH Lightspeed rechargeable sensing battery |
| Cradle Charger input: Mini DC jack | Dimensions (W x D x H): 0.9” x 1.0” x 3.5” |
| Cradle Charger Output Jack: 3.5mm DC output jack for Redmike Share microphone | Weight (with battery): 2.1 oz. |
*Applies to Redmike VC only

### Features

- Lightweight and easy-to-use
- Designed for teacher comfort
- Alkaline charge protection
- Virtually unbreakable
- Redmike VC with volume control
- 5-year warranty

---

The Redmike VC brings volume control directly to the microphone for added teacher convenience. Regardless of where the classroom audio system is located in the room, the teacher can quickly and conveniently make adjustments to the microphone volume as needed.

Separate up and down volume buttons allow sound level adjustments instantly.
# LT-71 LightMic

The LT-71 is designed for use as a hands-free pendant-style microphone as well as a student pass-around microphone.

## Specifications
- **Standard sub-carrier frequencies:** 2.06/2.54 MHz
- **Audio distortion:** <1%
- **Integrated microphone type:** Uni-directional electret
- **Audio Input:** 3.5mm
- **Battery Charger input:** 3.5mm DC jack
- **Battery Power:** 2 AA NiMH rechargeable battery pack
- **Dimensions (W x D x H):** 1.375” x .75” x 4.625”
- **Weight (with batteries):** 3.7 oz

## Features
- Dual purpose – hands-free and handheld
- Audio input for wireless audio transmission
- Virtually unbreakable
- 5-year warranty

---

## Student Pass-around Microphone

The Redmike Share is designed for student pass-around use so that all students can clearly be heard in the classroom.

### Redmike Share

**Specifications**
- **Standard sub-carrier frequencies:** 2.06/2.54 MHz
- **Audio distortion:** <1%
- **Integrated microphone type:** Uni-directional electret
- **Audio Input:** 3.5mm
- **Battery Charger input:** 3.5mm DC jack
- **Battery Power:** 2 AA NiMH rechargeable battery pack
- **Dimensions (W x D x H):** 1.3” x 1.3” x 8.25”
- **Weight (with batteries):** 7.9 oz

**Features**
- Easy-to-use
- Increases student participation
- Highly durable
- Audio input for wireless transmission
- Alkaline charge protection
- 5-year warranty

---
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